
Mangrol Multimedia Limited 
CONCEIVE! CREATE! MESMERIZE! 



Our journey 

Established in 2010 as a 
proprietorship firm. 

Converted into a limited 
company in 2018.  

Headquarter at 
Andheri East, 

Mumbai, Maharashtra, 
India 

25+ team strength. 

350+ clients. 

700+ associates worldwide.  

Serving in 40 languages 

including all major Indian 

and foreign languages. 



Our services 

Content management 

Translation 

Technology 

Entertainment 

Designing 



Vison and mission 

Help businesses achieve 

targets by offering excellent 

business services.  

To become a leading Indian 

brand by serving globally.  



We love spreading smiles! 

 Through our meticulously perfect services, 

we make sure our clients get what they 

want, on time. We believe that our growth 

solely depends on the growth of our 

clients. So, rely upon us when you want 

jobs delivered with confidence.  



Our process 

Every job received is 

analysed in detail. Pre-

planning done for 

accurate execution. 

Job assigned to right 

people. Briefing given. 

Progress monitored. 

Quality check of 

completed assignments. 

Improvements 

incorporated as required. 

Job delivered. 



Our strengths 
Years experience in 
the media and 
entertainment 
industry.  

27 
Dedicated in-house 
members in team 
taking care of every 
aspect of work. 

25 
Plus associates 
worldwide, helping us 
serve our clients in 40 
languages. 

700 



Some landmark 

projects 

Entire anthology 

translated from Marathi to 

Gujarati. 

Written, produced, 

directed 35 stage plays in 

Hindi and Gujarati 

languages. 

 

Created several videos 

and presentation for 

corporate, celebrities, 

NGOs.  

Complete writing and 

editing of 8-pages 

weekly travel supplement 

YatraBhoomi for 7 years. 



The best thing is you get 

several media services 

under one roof. So, no more 

coordinating with several 

people for a single job! 

 Content creation 

 Translation  

 Transcription 

 Interpretation 

 Graphics designing 

 Audio visual 

 Stage creation  

 Web solution 

 Whiteboard animation and more... 



Reach us now! 

A 501, Kailash Tower, 

N S Phadke Road, 

Opp. Regency Restaurant, 

Andheri East, Mumbai – 69, MH, India 

FB / Skype: MangrolMultimedia | Twitter: Mangrol1 | Instagram: Mangrol 

www.mangrol.in 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2007348
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2007348

